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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: UPDATE STATISTICS
Box 2: SAMPLE 20 PERCENT
UPDATE STATISTICS tablenameSAMPLE number { PERCENT | ROWS }
Specifies the approximate percentage or number of rows in the
table or indexed view for the query optimizer to use when it
updates statistics. For PERCENT, number can be from 0 through
100 and for ROWS, number can be from0 to the total number of
rows.
Box 3: UPDATE STATISTICS
Box 4: WITH FULLSCAN
FULLSCAN computes statistics by scanning all rows in the table
or indexed view. FULLSCAN and SAMPLE
100 PERCENT have the same results. FULLSCAN cannot be used with
the SAMPLE option.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187348.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
å•‡è®¾ä¸€å•° MSR è·¯ç”±å™¨èŽ·å¾—ä¸¤æ•¡åŽ»å¾€ç›®çš„ç½‘æ®µ
100.120.10.0/24 çš„è·¯ç”±,è¿™ä¸¤æ•¡è·¯ç”±çš„ Cost åˆ†åˆ«æ˜¯ 120
å’Œ 10 ,ä¼˜å…ˆçº§åˆ†åˆ«æ˜¯ 10 å’Œ 150
ã€‚é‚£ä¹ˆåŽ»å¾€æ¤ç›®çš„åœ°å•€çš„æ•°æ•®åŒ…å°† ______
ã€‚ï¼ˆå¤šé€‰)
A. ä¼˜å…ˆåŒ¹é…• Cost ä¸º 10 çš„è·¯ç”±
B. ä¼˜å…ˆåŒ¹é…•ä¼˜å…ˆçº§ä¸º 10 çš„è·¯ç”±
C. ä¼˜å…ˆåŒ¹é…• Cost ä¸º 120 çš„è·¯ç”±
D. ä¼˜å…ˆåŒ¹é…•ä¼˜å…ˆçº§ä¸º 150 çš„è·¯ç”±
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to upgrade the firmware on 15 Cisco UCS C-Series Rack
Servers. Ten of the servers are integrated in a Cisco UCS
cluter, and the other five servers are used in standalone mode.
The Cisco UCS C-Series Rack-Mount Server Soltware Bundle is
available. Which set of statements about the upgrade process is
true?
A. Firet , you must integrate the standalone servers into the
Cisco UCS system . Then , you can upgrade the firmware on all
15 servers from Cisco UCS Manager Finally , you can revert the

five servers to standlone mode
B. You can upgrade the firmware on all of the Cisco UCS-C
Series Rack Servers by using the Cisco UCS C-Series Rack-Mount
Standalone Server Software . You can upgrade the 10 servers
that are integrated in a Cisco UCS cluster in Cisco UCS Manager
, and you can upgrade the five standalone servers one by one
C. You cannot use the Cisco UCS C-Series Rack-Mount Server
Software Bundle with Cisco UCS C-Series Servers in standalone
mode . You must download and use the Cisco UCS C-Series
Rack-Mount Standalone Server Software package
D. You cannot upgrade the firmware oon the servers in
standalone mode . You must cluster th servers first over LAN or
via cluter interfaces , After the firmware upgrade , you can
revert the five servers to standlone mode
Answer: B
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